MUDDY WATERS
Overview
Students explore how prairie can
be used to slow runoff, minimize
erosion and improve water
quality. Unlike annual row crops,
large prairie roots are in the soil
year-round, ready to increase
spring rainfall infiltration and
trap pollutants.
Objectives:
Students will:
• describe how prairie roots help
slow the flow of water and
minimize erosion.
• give examples of ways prairies
help to improve water quality.
• illustrate the amount of sediment prairie roots help
capture.
Subjects Covered:
Science: Life Science; Earth
Science; Engineering, Technology
and Application of Science
Social Studies: Geography
Grades: 4-6
Group size:
20+
Activity Time: 30-45 min.
Season/Location:
All/Large, open area
(outdoors or gymnasium)
Materials:
• Eight orange cone markers or
flags
• Large quantity of poker chips
• Prairie root specimen or photo/
illustration of prairie roots
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BACKGROUND
A little more than 150 years ago, Iowa’s landscape was dominated
by prairie, an ecosystem with a perennial roots. With the conversion
of prairie to annual row-crop agriculture, the state’s landscape lost
numerous ecosystem services, including erosion control, flood
control and protection of clean waterways. The massive root systems
of prairie plants held soil in place, increased rainfall infiltration and
trapped pollutants while building rich, absorbent, flood-resilient soil.
Re-establishing prairie brings these services back to the landscape.
Erosion Control
The dense network of roots under prairie vegetation is exceptionally
efficient at holding soil in place. These perennial roots are yearround soil “anchors.” Soil loss from agricultural fields, urban sites
and other settings can be reduced by strategically placing prairie in
the landscape.
Flood Control
Healthy, diverse, perennial root communities improve soil structure,
adding underground air spaces and absorbent organic matter. This
makes the soil under prairies act like a sponge. As a result, water
more easily soaks into the soil rather than flowing across the landscape. This reduces flooding and keeps sediment out of waterways.
Pollution Control
Iowa’s surface waters experience high rates of sedimentation as well
as nitrogen and phosphorous pollution. Runoff carries these pollutants into creeks, streams and rivers where they damage aquatic
habitats and decrease clean water resources. Polluted runoff from
crop fields is particularly troublesome during spring rains when corn
and soybean plants are too small to provide landscape services.
Unlike annual crop roots, large prairie roots are in the soil yearround, ready to slow spring runoff and catch pollutants..
VOCABULARY
Erosion: The movement of soil or sediment by water, wind or ice.
Silt: Fine mineral particles transported by water (or wind). Silt
accumulates at the bottom of water bodies and clouds moving
water, degrading habitat.
Sedimentation: A buildup of silt in water bodies.
Runoff: Water that flows across the landscape, potentially carrying
pollutants with it.
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Buffer: Relatively small areas or strips of land, maintained in perennial vegetation, designed to intercept
runoff and pollutants. (Buffer images.)
Perennial: Living for many years.
TEACHER PREPARATION
•

•

•

In a large, open space, place four
orange cones or flags at the corners
of the activity area. At one end of
the activity area, place a bucket
between the orange cones to represent a waterway.
For Rounds 5 and 6, place the
remaining cones in the shape of a
rectangle near the waterway. This
rectangle should reach across the
width of the activity area and be
located in front of the bucket.
Scatter the poker chips (soil particles) inside the activity area.

Activity area

ACTIVITY
Objective
Students (representing runoff) try to collect poker chips (representing soil) without being captured
(“tagged”) by student representing roots.
Procedure
1. Gather in front of a prairie root specimen or share images of prairie roots (see
www.tallgrassprairiecenter.org/curriculum_images). Using information from the Background, discuss
the role of prairie roots in slowing runoff, minimizing erosion and improving water quality.
2. Divide the students accordingly, explaining their roles, and the objective of the activity. Play eight,
timed, three-minute rounds.*
Round 1-2 – Agricultural field in April
All students represent runoff.
Round 3-4 – Agricultural field in September
Approximately 25% of the students will represent crop roots, the rest represent runoff.
Round 5-6 – Agricultural field with prairie buffer strip
Approximately 10% represent crop roots, 30% represent prairie roots lined along the waterway, the
rest represent runoff.
Round 7-8 – Prairie
50% represent prairie roots, 50% represent rain.
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Round 1-2 – Agricultural field in April
Students spread out along the border of the playing field opposite the end with the bucket (waterway).
These students represent runoff – water flowing across the landscape after a rain event. Explain that during
rain, some water soaks into soil, the rest moves along the soil surface from higher to lower elevations,
eventually running off into waterways. When soil is exposed, the runoff picks up soil along the way.
At a signal given by the teacher, the students move across the activity area (crop field), collecting as many
poker chips (soil particles) as they can. As students reach the waterway, they put their poker chips in the
bucket and wait for the rest of the runoff to make its way to the waterway.
Gather around the bucket and count the number of poker chips collected. Record this number, and repeat
the round.
Round 3-4 – Agricultural field in September
Students among the poker chips represent corn and soybean roots. These students should line up in rows to
represent a crop field. The remaining students spread out along the outside border of the playing field
opposite the end with the bucket.
At a signal given by the teacher, the students move across the activity area, collecting as many poker chips
(soil particles) as they can. If a student representing runoff is “captured” (tagged) by the corn and bean
roots, he must drop his chips where tagged and count to three before continuing toward the waterway,
attempting to collect poker chips along the way. (Rows should be just far enough apart that some of the
students representing runoff will not be tagged.)
Students tagged more than once must sit on the ground. This runoff has percolated into the soil. As
students reach the waterway, they put their poker chips in the bucket. Count chips and record number as
before.
Round 5-6 – Agricultural field with prairie buffer strip
Place the remaining four cones in the shape of a rectangle near the waterway (bucket). Scatter the poker
chips throughout the entire playing field (including the prairie buffer). Some students will represent row
crops; those representing prairie plants will be scattered include buffer strip. The remaining students spread
out along the outside border of the playing field opposite the end with the bucket.
Play resumes as in previous rounds.
Round 7-8 – Prairie
Remove buffer strip cones. This time the landscape is all prairie. Students representing the prairie are
scattered throughout the activity area. The rest of the students represent runoff. Play resumes as in previous
rounds. Will any runoff or soil particles make it to the waterway?
3. See discussion suggestions in the Assessments section below.

* To adapt this activity for early elementary students, play only Rounds 1-2 and 7-8.
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ASSESSMENTS
a. Between rounds, have students predict the number of poker chips that will be in the bucket at the end
of the round. Have students explain their predictions.
b. Discuss how roots – which are underground – help reduce surface runoff and erosion.
(Healthy, perennial root communities make the soil act like a sponge.)
c. Graph the data collected in each round (amount of soil over time). Have students discuss trends,
similarities and differences in the data.
d. We need crop fields to grow food. What can be done to prevent pollutants from entering waterways,
while still allowing for productive cropland? (Plant prairie buffers.)
EXTENSIONS
1. Play a similar activity using three different colors of poker chips. The colors represent soil particles,
nitrogen and phosphorous. Students can calculate the pollutants trapped by the roots in the various
rounds and chart the outcome.
2. Read Plant a Pocket of Prairie, by Phyllis Root, or another good children’s book about prairies, then
discuss other ecosystem services provided by prairies.
STANDARDS
4–ESS2–1 Make observations and/or measurements to provide evidence of the effects of weathering or the
rate of erosion by water, ice, wind, or vegetation.
5–LS2–1 Develop a model to describe the movement of matter among plants, animals, decomposers, and
the environment.
SS.3–5.G.4 Understand how physical processes and human actions modify the environment and how the
environment affects humans.
3–5–ETS1–2 Generate and compare multiple possible solutions to a problem based on how well each is
likely to meet the criteria and constraints of the problem.
.
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